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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Public health faces the ongoing mission of safeguarding the population’s

health against various infectious diseases caused by a great number of pathogens.

Epidemiology is an essential discipline in this field. With the rise of more advanced

technologies, new tools are emerging to enhance the capability to intervene and control an

epidemic. Among these approaches, molecular clustering comes forth as a promising option.

However, appropriate genetic distance thresholds for defining clusters are poorly explored in

contexts outside of Human Immunodeficiency Virus-1 (HIV-1).

Methods: In this work, using the well-used pairwise Tamura-Nei 93 (TN93) distance

threshold of 0.015 for HIV-1 as a point of reference for molecular cluster properties of

interest, we perform molecular clustering on whole genome sequence datasets from HIV-1,

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), Zaire ebolavirus, and

Mpox virus, to explore potential pairwise distances thresholds for these other viruses.

Results: We found the following pairwise TN93 distance thresholds as potential candidates

for use in molecular clustering: 0.00016 (3 mutations) for Ebola, 0.00014 (4 mutations) for

SARS-CoV-2, and 0.0000051 (1 mutation) for Mpox.

Conclusion: This study provides valuable information for epidemic control strategies, and

public health efforts in managing infectious diseases caused by these viruses. The identified

pairwise distance thresholds for molecular clustering can serve as a foundation for future

research and intervention to combat epidemics effectively.

Keywords: Molecular clustering, pairwise distance thresholds, single-linkage clustering,

clusters, TN93.

Availability and implementation: All relevant data and results can be found in the

following repository: https://github.com/Niema-Lab/ENLACE-2023
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INTRODUCTION

Public health faces the ongoing mission of safeguarding the population's health against

infectious diseases caused by a great number of pathogens. Epidemiology, as an essential

discipline in this field, is responsible for studying the distribution, risk factors, and prevention

and control strategies of such diseases (CDC, 2021; Moreda, 2020). Nevertheless,

epidemiologists face limited resources and active participation from the population to keep

public health under control. An epidemic refers to the occurrence of a significant increase in

the number of cases of a particular disease or health-related condition during a specific

period, bringing several consequences within, such as increased morbidity and mortality;

social, education, and economic disruptions (Oliva et al., 2021; Castañeda & Segura, 2023).

With the rise of more advanced technologies, new tools are emerging to enhance the

capability to intervene and control an epidemic. Among these approaches, molecular

clustering comes forth as a promising option. Wertheim et al. (2018) revealed how molecular

clustering using HIV-TRACE (Pond et al., 2018) enabled the prediction of future

transmissions of Human Immunodeficiency Virus-1 (HIV-1) through the use of a

standardized threshold. However, appropriate genetic distance thresholds for defining clusters

are poorly explored in contexts outside of HIV-1.

In this work, we explore whole genome datasets from HIV-1, Severe Acute Respiratory

Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), Zaire ebolavirus, and Mpox virus to determine

potential pairwise single-linkage clustering distance thresholds for the non-HIV pathogens.

METHODS

Whole genome sequence datasets from HIV-1, Ebola, SARS-CoV-2, and Mpox were

acquired from the NCBI Virus database. The following filters were used: Sequence Type:

“GenBank”, and Nucleotide Completeness: “Complete”. The FASTA files downloaded for

each virus contained a randomized subset of 2,000 of all records (with the exception of

Ebola, which had a total of 604 sequences, and Mpox, which had a total of 1,796 sequences).
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Subsequently, Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) was performed on each sequence dataset

using ViralMSA v1.1.30 (Moshiri et al., 2021) using the NC_001802 reference genome for

HIV-1, the NC_002549 reference genome for Ebola, the NC_045512 reference genome for

SARS-CoV-2, and the NC_063383 reference genome for Mpox. Alignments were visualized

using Jalview (Waterhouse et al., 2009).

Pairwise genetic distances under the Tamura-Nei 93 (TN93) model of nucleotide substitution

(Tamura & Nei, 1993) were calculated using tn93 v1.0.11, which is a component of the

HIV-TRACE software package (Pond et al., 2018).

Molecular clustering was performed on each viral dataset using the web application tool

https://daniel-ji.github.io/MOLECULAR-DATA-VIS. Using the distance threshold of 0.015

for HIV-1 as a point of reference, we searched for distance thresholds for the other viruses

that resulted in similar molecular cluster properties. To explore the space of possible distance

thresholds for a virus with reference genome length G, we performed molecular clustering

with a threshold of 1/G, followed by 2/G, followed by 3/G, etc., and we attempted to calibrate

molecular clustering properties of interest (shown in the first column of Table 1) against the

values obtained from the HIV-1 point of reference.

RESULTS

Pairwise TN93 distance distributions are shown in Figure 1. The HIV-1 distribution (Fig.

1A) has peaks in the following ranges: 0.00–0.03, 0.08–0.11, 0.13–0.17, 0.18–0.21, and

0.26–0.31. The Ebola distribution (Fig. 1B) has peaks in the following ranges: 0.000–0.005,

0.030–0.037, and 0.054–0.057. The SARS-CoV-2 distribution (Fig. 1C) has peaks in the

following ranges: 0.0000–0.0011, 0.0012–0.0021, and 0.0022–0.0035. The Mpox distribution

(Fig. 1D) has peaks in the following ranges: 0.0000–0.0001, 0.0002–0.0005, 0.0020–0.0022,

0.0027–0.0031, 0.0044–0.0047, and 0.0064–0.0067.

After performing the calibration to the HIV-1 molecular clustering with pairwise distance

threshold 0.015, we found the following potential thresholds for the other viruses: 0.00016 (3

mutations) for Ebola, 0.00014 (4 mutations) for SARS-CoV-2, and 0.0000051 (1 mutation)

for Mpox. The molecular clustering properties are shown in Table 1, visualizations of the

clusters are shown in Figure 2, and cluster size distributions are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1: Pairwise Tamura-Nei 93 (TN93) distance distributions for (a) HIV-1, (b) Ebola, (c) SARS-CoV-2, and

(d) Mpox.

Statistic HIV-1
0.015

Ebola
0.00016

SARS-CoV-2
0.00014

Mpox
0.0000051

Node Count 1,101 489 1,238 1,244

Singletons 900 115 765 555

Edge Count 10,282 13,586 20,623 92,775

Assortativity 0.998885 0.884321 0.183067 -0.121417

Transitivity 0.996970 0.961574 0.625468 0.752738

Triangle Count 168,699 447,472 428,714 8,972,203

Cluster Count 179 40 42 111

Mean Cluster Size 6.15 12.22 29.48 11.21
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Median Cluster Size 3 4 3 2

Mean Pairwise Distance 0.004189 0.000045 0.000104 0.000004

Median Pairwise Distance 0.001123 0.000000 0.000101 0.000005

Mean Node Degree 18.68 55.57 33.32 149.16

Median Node Degree 7 30 10 22

Table 1: Statistics of molecular clustering results for HIV-1, Ebola, SARS-CoV-2, and Mpox.

Figure 2: Molecular clusters of (a) HIV-1, (b) Ebola, (c) SARS-CoV-2, and (d) Mpoxn.
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Figure 3: Molecular cluster size distribution for (a) HIV-1, (b) Ebola, (c) SARS-CoV-2, and (d) Mpox.

DISCUSSION

We used HIV-1 with a molecular clustering threshold of 0.015 as a point of reference. While

adjusting the threshold for other viruses, we attempted to calibrate to HIV-1 molecular

clustering properties of interest. This worked reasonably well for Ebola and SARS-CoV-2,

but for Mpox, even with a pairwise distance threshold corresponding to just a single

mutation, we obtained a single massive cluster (Fig. 2D). Mpox is a DNA virus, and the

increased stability of DNA viruses with respect to RNA viruses may have contributed to this.

For Ebola and SARS-CoV-2, we obtained similar molecular clustering thresholds (0.00016

and 0.00014, respectively), which could potentially be attributed to similar reproduction rates

(R0) between these viruses (Eisenberg, 2020; Manathunga et al., 2023; Althaus, 2014).

Several limitations must be considered regarding this analysis. While there exist millions of

genome sequences for SARS-CoV-2 and thousands for HIV-1, due to restrictions of the NCBI
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Virus database, this analysis only utilized a randomized subset of genomes for either virus.

Further, the standard HIV-1 pairwise distance threshold of 0.015 was determined by

calibrating against known partnership data (i.e., by determining a threshold such that known

partners tended to be clustered together, while individuals known to not be partners tended to

be in separate clusters), whereas our analysis was based solely on pairwise genetic distances

and properties of molecular clusters. Additional information about known epidemiological

links, such as through contact tracing, could improve future analyses.

Finally, these types of molecular clustering explorations hold immense potential in public

health and epidemiological efforts (Wertheim et al., 2018). By continuously exploring

innovative methods for monitoring viruses and diseases within populations, we can

significantly enhance our ability to respond effectively to emerging threats. While there are

existing tools in place for monitoring HIV, it is essential to recognize that each virus poses

unique challenges. Therefore, further research and investment should be directed toward

developing specialized tools and methodologies tailored to combat a broader range of viruses.

Such advancements will not only aid in early detection and containment but also contribute to

a more comprehensive understanding of viral dynamics and transmission patterns.

Additionally, the integration of advanced technologies, data analytics, and interdisciplinary

collaborations can accelerate the progress in this field. Governments, researchers, and

healthcare professionals must unite their efforts to continually refine and expand our methods

for viral surveillance. By doing so, we can proactively safeguard public health, swiftly

respond to outbreaks, and ultimately mitigate the impact of infectious diseases on a global

scale.

DATA AVAILABILITY

All viral genome sequences are publicly available at NCBI Virus. The complete data and
analysis results can be found at: https://github.com/Niema-Lab/ENLACE-2023
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